SIR -I would like to make a contribution to the wide ranging debate currently focussed on small area health data and deprivation indices. This contribution is in response to the supplement Use of deprivation indices in small area studies of environment and health,' which focussed on these issues.
I have a number of concerns about issues discussed in three of the papers in this supplement"A and my comments mainly focus on statistical issues related to general ecological modelling and, in particular, to putative source modelling. The statistical issues of concern are of great relevance to epidemiological interpretation and hence I feel that this Journal is an appropriate forum for these concerns. A recent comprehensive review of these statistical issues appears in Lawson and Waller.5
Autocorrelation and heterogeneity The issue of whether autocorrelation or spatially correlated heterogeneity should be included in the analysis of ecological problems is of great concern. John Bithell2 noted that Lawson6 used spatial correlation in the analysis of small area counts. In other discussions and papers, a tacit assumption is made that case counts or region counts can be modelled as independent events.34 My concern over the lack of focus on autocorrelation and heterogeneity is as follows: 1 Individuals may have independent responses to non-infectious diseases, and hence it could be appropriate to assume an independent likelihood model for events. 2 It is possible that in two ways, the individual are only conditionally independent, that is:
(a) Unobserved heterogeneity in the environment, eg, unobserved covariates could lead to "apparent" correlation or clustering in the observed data.
(b) Disease which "naturally" clusters due to possible genetic or even viral aetiology will display unconditional dependence, ie, cases will be more likely to be found near others.
However, once the cluster structure is known, then the events could be regarded as conditionally independent.
The impact ofboth ofthese considerations, after adjustment for "expectation", is that we should expect autocorrelation in ecological studies. This particularly applies to putative source studies where only a small set of explanatory spatial variables is examined (eg, distance only, as in Diggle and Elliott3). This argument applies equally to regionalised counts and case events.
In addition, it may be thought more important to include random effects in case event data, for two reasons. Firstly, the use of a residential location as a surrogate for exposure has many drawbacks. It is unlikely that the bulk of any population spends even the majority of its daily hours at the place of residence. Aggregation to counts at least yields larger sample sizes for inference purposes, and some safeguard against such "random" effects as journey to work/school/shop. Most analyses of case events data only examine the locations and do not look at case histories. Hence, any benefit of analysing "exact" locations is lost by not exploiting the individual information which could make allowance for the inevitable individual variability in frailty. The In the papers and discussion in this issue only 1. is considered. While evidence of distance decline is of great importance, in most applications, the other effects are of great significance, particularly when dealing with putative air pollution sources.
This emphasis on 1. alone can lead to serious problems of statistical interpretation. I will allude to this in the next section.
Comments in the section on heterogeneity are particularly important in putative source applications for the simple reason that when single effects (such as distance only) are fitted there is likely to remain considerable structure in the data unexplained by the model. This unexplained variation can considerably reduce the goodness-of-fit of any model (whether for case events or regionalised counts). In addition, the possibility that clustering is found in the case disease has not been addressed. Leukaemias are known to cluster and have been studied around putative sources (nuclear power stations).
Risk models in putative source analysis
There are specific issues concerning the approach to risk models that are advocated in Diggle and Elliott,3 which have not been raised, which are related to the concerns discussed above, and can have a significant effect on epidemiological interpretation ofstatistical results.
In Diggle and Elliott,3 the model specified to describe health risk around a source is given as: f(d) = I +O exp (-(d2) where d is the distance from the source and E and 4) are parameters. This model represents a monotone distance decline from the source and with the squared distance component, makes the distance relation "normal-like".
The authors state that: "We emphasise that the particular algebraic form of f(d) is neither crucial nor compelling". However, this form is used throughout the paper, and further, no practical or theoretical reasons are given for its use. On the other hand there are a number of reasons why this model is not appropriate. 1 The model does not include any directional effects. These have been included in alternative models (see, eg Lawson and Waller5 for a review of such models). 2 The fitting of a two parameter model (with only one spatial parameter {()}, could lead to further problems:
Firstly, the true exposure risk may not be monotone, but could increase before declining with distance. This result is both predicted by the theory of diffusion around stacks,8 and by a variety of empirical studies of atmospheric dispersion.9 Both these study areas suggest that the resulting distribution of outfall will form a concentric ring whose structure in any given direction will depend on the prevailing wind regime, and will not produce a monotonic decline in outfall. Rather an outfall peak occurs at some distance from the source, the location and size of the peak depending on direction. Given that in most retrospective putative sources studies, the exact extent of outfall effects is unknown, then the assumption of monotonic risk is inappropriate.
Even if a monotone outfall model were appropriate, the relation between dispersal of pollution and health risk may not be linear. It is possible that a distance threshold exists, which has to be reached before risk exists. In that case a marked peak of risk would occur at a distance from the source.
In addition, there is a potentially serious consequence of the assumption of monotonic risk and/or independence. It has been noted by Besag and Newell'°and also Lawson1' that disease which naturally cluster will render tests for monotonic effects with low power. This is also true when the underlying risk is not monotone.
Score tests and related maximum likelihood estimation for a distance-only model (whether modelled as squared distance or distance) will not yield an accurate depiction of the risk behaviour around a source. The tests will be very conservative and the ML estimates likely to have unnecessarily high variance. This lack of accuracy could be improved by more detailed modelling of exposure risk based on outfall (in the air pollution case), or other characteristics. 
Reply
Lawson's letter makes a number of points concerning the importance of spatial autocorrelation in the analysis of geographical disease data with which I cannot agree. This is an area where generalisation may be dangerous, so I would certainly not wish to dispute the possibility that such autocorrelation may be important in some instances. But by the same token, I believe that there are others where it is not of major concern. I restrict my remarks to diseases for which cases may be taken to occur independently of one another conditionally on any underlying variation in risk; the appropriate underlying error model must then be the. Poisson process, although we will not necessarily know the true risk at a given point.
In the first place, unrecognised spatial autocorrelation presumably has the effect -at least within the framework of frequentist inference and modelling -of leading to heterogeneity that might be recognised, for example, by a high deviance residual to a fitted model. However, in this respect this heterogeneity is like that resulting from any other factor that has not been properly taken into account in a given model. The crucial question is surely whether this over dispersion leads to misleading conclusions about the factors that have been fitted. Whether it does so will, broadly speaking, depend on whether these factors are themselves associated with whatever spatially varying factors are responsible for the over dispersion. If they are, then of course such factors may be regarded as confounding the effects we are interested in. However, we can never eliminate the possibility of confounding factors anyway; it seems to me to be of limited inferential value to know that such confounding -if it occurs -is mediated through an unidentified spatially varying variable. It is, of course, scientifically much more valuable to try and identify all the factors that matter.
Lawson claims that the heterogeneity induced by spatial autocorrelation is "particularly important in putative source applications". I believe this to be most unlikely. For here the contributions of cases to neighbouring intervals on the distance axis will come in large measure from small areas which are relatively far apart, so that the serial correlation on this axis should be expected to be substantially less than the spatial autocorrelation per unit distance prevailing in two dimensions.
Likewise, the claim that "Leukaemias are known to cluster ... around putative sources (nuclear power stations)" is highly suspect. There is very little published evidence relating to adult leukaemias, while, for childhood leukaemia in England and Wales, the evidence was recently reviewed in the British Medical journal' and found to be largely negative, with the exception of the data relating to Sellafield. The latter excess is extremely hard to interpret because of the post hoc nature of the observation; numerous papers have addressed the possible aetiology, but it seems clear that a purely geographical explanation is far from convincing.
In fact, contrary to numerous claims in the literature, childhood leukaemia does not exhibit strong spatial auto-correlation. The residual deviance exhibited in my own contribution to the session addressed in Lawson's letter suggests that there is very little residual heterogeneity to explain,2 while methodologically sound and intelligible attempts to demonstrate a spatial explanation for any such heterogeneity have generally produced only equivocal results.3 For adults, there tends to be substantially more heterogeneity, but the small scale spatial component ofthis again appears to be very weak.4
To assume that spatial auto-correlation is important and to build this assumption into a statistical analysis may at first sight appear to be a sensible defensive strategy. But there is a high price to pay for an unnecessarily elaborate model. Its interpretation becomes more difficult and it is likely that estimates of the parameters of primary interest become less precise and stable as we attempt to gain more information from modest data sets. Important questions of procedure optimality5 are also much harder to address. These are familiar ideas in applied statistics; the fact that they are hard to make precise in any given case does not make them less important. The onus is on the builder of a more complex model to demonstrate that a simpler one will not suffice. The recent decline in the sex ratio in England and Wales parallels a decline in the USA across the same years. It is possible that the
